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History

1960 Robinson, resolution, Horn clauses and theorem proving.

1972 Alain Colmerauer creates Prolog

1974 Robert Kowalski “Predicate logic as a programming language”

1970 declarative versus procedural programming in Artificial
Intelligence. Pattern matching and backtracking.

1980 Fifth generation computer systems. Very ambitious project in
Japan building both hardware and software on logic
programming.

1980 Among the best implementations of Prolog were developed in
Sweden (SICTUS-Prolog, Mats Carlsson and others). In
Linköping: Ulf Nilsson, Jan Maluszynski and Wlodek Drabent

Today Constraint Logic Programming

Declarative versus procedural programming

• Declarative knowledge: describes what is true. E.g.
p
x is y

such that y2 = x and y � 0

• Procedural knowledge: how to compute what is true. E.g.
An algorithm to compute

p
x given x

Predicate logic can be used to capture facts and rules:

• declare facts as ground clauses. E.g., Son(Gustaf ;Carl),
Daughter(Carl ;Victoria); :::

• rules as horn clauses:
8 x ; y ; z Son(x ; y) ^ Daughter(y ; z) � GrandFather(x ; z)

• One can then submit queries and retrieve further facts :
9 x GrandFather(Gustaf ; x)



Declarative versus procedural

A procedural description in Scheme to compute the result of
appending two lists:

(define (append x y)
(if (null? x)

y
(cons (car x)

(append (cdr x) y))))

The function append above can only be used in one direction:
given two lists, the function computes the result of appending them.

Declarative versus procedural

A declarative description of the “append” relation in Prolog

• appending the empty list to any list y gives the same list y

append ([], Y, Y).

• for any lists u; v ; y and z we have that appending u, v and y

coincides with appending u and z if appending v and y

coincides with z .

append ([U|V], Y, [U|Z]) :- append(V, Y, Z).

In Prolog, append is a relation that can be used in both directions.

Examples of queries

• Find X resulting from appending (a b) to (c d)

append ([a, b], [c, d], X).
X = [a, b, c, d]

• Find Y such that appending Y to (a b) gives (a b c d)

append ([a, b], Y, [a, b, c, d]).
Y = [c, d]

• Find X and Y such that appending Y to X gives (a b c d)

append(X, Y, [a, b, c, d]).
X = [] Y = [a, b, c, d]
X = [a] Y = [b, c, d]
X = [a, b] Y = [c, d]
X = [a, b, c] Y = [d]
X = [a, b, c, d] Y = []

Example: the last element of a list

; Scheme
(define (last l)

(if (null? (cdr l)) (car l) (last (cdr l))))

; Prolog
last(X, L) :- append(_, [X], L).

; QLog
(rule (last ?x ?l)

(append ?y (?x) ?l))

(rule (append () ?y ?y))
(rule (append (?u . ?v) ?y (?u . ?z))

(append ?v ?y ?z))

(last r (q w e r))
(last ?a (q w e r))
(last r (q w e ?x))



Why logic programming ?

A declarative style, as opposed to a procedural one:

• allows to easier solve problems by describing how solutions
look like instead of describing how to compute them.

• permit to faster build prototypes and tackle complex problems

• makes it easier to show that a program satisfies a specification
as the program is closer to the specification

• Queries answering systems are well suited for databases,
interfaces with natural language

• Logic programming with constraint solving (CLP) has proven
to be very powerful

Logic programming and Mathematical Logic

• Knowledge is stored declaratively in a database

• An inference machine infers new facts from known ones

• Programs submit queries

Query answering system

• knowledge is represented explicitly (facts) or implicitly (rules)

• a query is simple or composed of simple queries and the
connectives and, or, not

• queries are compared against the knowledge in the database by
pattern matching for the facts and by unification for the
rules
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Facts (as lists)

(job (Hacker Alyssa P) (computer programmer))
(job (Bitdiddle Ben) (computer wizard))
(job (Reasoner Louis) (computer programmer trainee))

;; Pattern matching binds variables with facts
(job ?x (computer programmer))
(job (Hacker Alyssa P) (computer programmer))

(job ?x (computer ?type))
(job (Bitdiddle Ben) (computer wizard))
(job (Hacker Alyssa P) (computer programmer))

;; but not
;; (job (Reasoner Louis) (computer programmer trainee))

(job ?x (computer . ?type))
(job (Reasoner Louis) (computer programmer trainee))

Compound queries

• Enumerate all employees from the computer department and
their bosses:

(and (job ?x (computer . ?y))
(supervisor ?x ?z))

• Enumerate all employees from the computer department and
whose boss does not work their:

(and (job ?x (computer . ?y))
(not

(and (supervisor ?x ?z)
(job ?z (computer . ?w)))))

• Enumerate all those with a loan above 30.000:

(and (salary ?p ?a)
(lisp-value > ?a 30000))

Rules for the sorted relation

(sorted (2 5 3 1) (1 2 3 5))
(sorted (2 5 3 1) ?s)

A list s is the result of ordering a list l exactly when:

• the two lists are permutations of each other

• s is ordered

(rule (sorted ?l ?s)
(and (permutation ?l ?s)

(ordered ?s)))

Permutations for lists

A list is a permutation of another if

• both lists are empty, or

• an element of the first list exists in the other list, and the two
lists obtained by removing the element are also permutations
of each other.

(rule (permutation () ()))
(rule (permutation ?lst1 (?frst2 . ?rst2))

(and (append ?pref1 (?frst2 . ?rst1) ?lst1)
(append ?pref1 ?rst1 ?w)
(permutation ?w ?rst2)))



Ordered lists

A list is ordered if

• it is empty, or

• is a singleton, or

• the first element is smaller than the second, and the list
obtained by removing the first element is ordered.

(rule (ordered ()))
(rule (ordered (?elem)))
(rule (ordered (?frst . (?scnd . ?rst)))

(and (lisp-value <= ?frst ?scnd)
(ordered (?scnd . ?rst))))

Rules for the sorted relation (cont.)

;; why (permutation (5 2 3) (2 3 5)) ?
(rule (permutation () ()))
(rule (permutation ?lst1 (?frst2 . ?rst2))

(and (append ?pref1 (?frst2 . ?rst1) ?lst1)
(append ?pref1 ?rst1 ?w)
(permutation ?w ?rst2)))

;; in (permutation (5 2 3) (2 3 5)):
;; ?lst1 - (5 2 3), ?frst2 - 2, ?rst2 - (3 5), so:
(and (append ?pref1 (2 . ?rst1) (5 2 3))

(append ?pref1 ?rst1 ?w)
(permutation ?w (3 5)))

;; holds if, for example:
;; both: ?pref1 - (5), ?rst1 - (3) and ?w - (5 3), and
;; (permutation (5 3) (3 5)) holds ...

;; observe that a variable can be bound to several values
(append ?pref1 (2 . ?rst1) (5 2 3 2 6))

Rules for the sorted relation

;; why (ordered (2 3 5)) ?
(rule (ordered ()))
(rule (ordered (?elem)))
(rule (ordered (?frst . (?scnd . ?rst)))

(and (lisp-value <= ?frst ?scnd)
(ordered (?scnd . ?rst))))

(ordered (?frst . (?scnd . ?rst)))
;; ?frst - 2, ?scnd - 3, ?rst - (5), with
;; (and (lisp-value <= ?frst ?scnd)
;; (ordered (?scnd . ?rst)))) true if
;; (lisp-value <= 2 3) and
;; (ordered (3 . (5))))) are true
;; the following iteration requires
;; (ordered (5)) which is true

Rules for the sorted relation

;; submitting (sort (5 2 3) ?s) gives
(and (permutation (5 2 3) ?s)

(ordered ?s)))
;; the permutations of (5 2 3) are enumerated , and
;; only those sorted are kept as answers

;; among:
;; (5 2 3) (2 5 3) (5 3 2) (3 5 2) (2 3 5) (3 2 5)
;; only (2 3 5) is kept

;; how is (permutation (5 2 3) ?s) computed ?



(permeation (5 2 3) ?s)

(rule (permutation () ()))
(rule (permutation ?lst1 (?frst2 . ?rst2))

(and (append ?pref1 (?frst2 . ?rst1) ?lst1)
(append ?pref1 ?rst1 ?w)
(permutation ?w ?rst2)))

;; binding ?lst1 - (5 2 3) and ?s to (?frst2 . ?rst2)

;; find bindings to satistfy
(append ?pref1 (? frst2 . ?rst1) (5 2 3))

(rule (append () ?x ?x))
(rule (append (?f . ?r) ?e (?f . ?rst))

(append ?r ?e ?rst))

;; gives the bindings:
;; ?lst1 - (5 2 3), ?s - (?frst2 . ?rst2),
;; ?pref1 - (?f . ?r) -> (5 . ?r)
;; ?e - (?frst2 . ?rst1)
;; ?rst - (2 3)
;; ?f - 5

(append ?r ?e ?rst) ;; corresponds to
(append ?r (? frst2 . ?rst1) (2 3))

(permutation (5 2 3) ?s)

(append ?r ?e ?rst) ;; corresponds to
(append ?r (? frst2 . ?rst1) (2 3))

;; gives: ?r - (2)
;; ?frst2 - 3
;; rst1 - ()
;;
;; ?lst1 - (5 2 3),
;; ?s - (? frst2 . ?rst2),
;; ?pref1 - (?f . ?r) -> (5 . ?r)
;; ?e - (? frst2 . ?rst1)
;; ?rst - (2 3)
;; ?f - 5

(and (append ?pref1 (?frst2 . ?rst1) ?lst1)
(append ?pref1 ?rst1 ?w)
(permutation ?w ?rst2)))

(append (5 2) () ?w)
(append (5 2) () (5 2))
(permutation (5 2) ?rst2)

(permutation (5 2 3) ?s)

(permutation (5 2) ?rst2)

;; possible binding:
;; ?rst2 - (2 5)

;; several bindings :
;; ?rst2 (2 5)
;; ?r - (2)
;; ?first2 - 3
;; rst1 - ()
;;
;; ?lst1 - (5 2 3),
;; ?s - (?frst2 . ?rst2),
;; ?pref1 - (?f . ?r) -> (5 . ?r)
;; ?e - (?frst2 . ?rst1)
;; ?rst - (2 3)
;; ?f - 5

;; resulting in
;; ?s - (3 2 5)

;; but (ordered (3 2 5)) fails and we need to
;; find new bindings.

Remark about arithmetic in QLog

The arguments for arithmetic operations need to be known since
(lisp-value <= ?frst ?scnd) calls the corresponding Scheme
function.
In order to allow (lisp-value <= 2 ?x) one needs to axiomatize,
i.e. to capture the rules of arithmetic for QLog.

;; the following is therefore not possible
(rule (sorted ?l ?s)

(and (ordered ?s)
(permutation ?l ?s)))



Operationally

• We can easily describe our programs with a declarative style
using relations

• Operationally, we should find values for the variables by
systematically applying the rules and the facts and by
backtracking in case a rule or a fact is not applicable.

• We will describe a quite simple approach to tackle the
complexity due to tracking the bindings of the variables to
build an interpreter QLog for logic programs.
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Pattern matching and unification

• In Pattern matching, only one of the two patterns can have
variables

• In Unification, both patterns can have variables

• Unification is a generalization of pattern matching.

• Unification finds bindings for variables.

• A variable occurring several times will be bound to the same
value

• In unification, a variable can be bound to another expression or
variable

Example if unification

;; unify (?x ?x)

;; with ((a ?y c) (a b ?z))
?x: (a b c)
?y: b
?z: c

;; variables can be manipulated without
;; being bound to a variable , for example
;; with ((?y a ?w) (b ?v ?z))

?x: (b a ?w)
?y: b
?v: a
?w: ?z

;; problems can occur
;; with (?y (a . ?y))

?x: ?y
?y: (a a a ...)



Representing unifications with streams

• A frame contains bindings, associating values to variables.
Several sets of bindings can solve a problem,

• We will find one, or all bindings, that can solve an initial query

• The initial query will result in several other querys that need to
be fulfilled with the same answer

• The pattern matcher (data and a pattern as argument) and
the unifier (two patterns as argument) will return a frame with
bindings for the variables in the patterns

• If the matching succeeds, given the bindings that already
exists in the frame, the stream will contain a new frame that
augments the new bindings, otherwise the stream is empty.

Representing unifications with streams

• For every query to evaluated, a stream of frames with their
respective bindings is take as input

• The query is matched against a stream of facts and rules from
the database

• A new stream is obtained. All frames in the new stream are
those that were possible to augment. The others are
eliminated.

• The obtained streams are combined to obtain the result of the
evaluation of the query

Representing unifications with streams Representing unifications with streams



Example: query with no previous bindings Example: query with previous bindings

Example: query with previous bindings (cont.)

We know already that ?x is lisa

There is no fact where ?x can be bound to lisa, and an empty
frame is returned.

Example

• The pattern matcher matches facts against the query at hand

• The unifier matches rules and their variables against the query
at hand



Not

• Removes all frames from the input stream for which there
exists a unification between the query and the database given
the bindings in the frame.

;; Example
(and (supervisor ?x ?y)

(not (job ?x (computer programmer))))

• (supervisor ?x ?y) generates all possible frames binding ?x

and ?y

• (not (job ?x (computer programmer))) discards those for
which ?x fulfills (job ?x (computer programmer))

Lisp-value

(lisp-value predicate arg1 arg2 ...)

(and (salary ?person ?amount)
(lisp-value > ?amount 30000))

• lisp-value filters away all frames for which the predicate does
not return true on the arguments arg1 arg2 ...

• All arguments must be instantiated, i.e., bound to values

QLog versus Mathematical logic

• Mathematical logic is more expressive than QLog : E.g.
p ) (q _ r) corresponds to (rule (or q r) p)

• Queries with an existing answer can make GLog not terminate

(married Minnie Mickey)
(rule (married ?x ?y) (married ?y ?x))
(married Mickey ?who)

• QLog interprets the expressions operationally or procedurally.
Mathematical logic is independent of this. Equivalent
expressions result in different behaviors in the interpreter

(and (job ?x (programmer)) (supervisor ?x ?y))

(and (supervisor ?x ?y) (job ?x (programmer)))

QLog versus Mathematical logic (cont.)

• lisp-value cannot work on unbound variables

• (not p) does not mean that p is false. Rather that it cannot
be shown using the facts and the rules in the database

• not is a filter. (and (not p) q) and (and q (not p)) are not
equivalent. Since all variables are unbound in the beginning,
the first expression always gives an empty answer if there is an
instantiation for which p is true.



The evaluator

• Use the stream model by looking for bindings in a demand
driven manner.

• If a set of bindings fails, we consider another one.

;; input: query and stream of frames
;; output: augmented stream of frames

(define (qeval query frame-stream)
(let ((qproc

(get (type query) ’qeval)))
(if qproc

(qproc (contents query) frame-stream)
(simple-query query frame-stream))))

Interface

The user can:

• Give a new information:

add-rule-or-assertion!

• Submit a query:

(print-stream-elements-on-separate-lines
(stream-map
(lambda (frame)
(instantiate q frame (lambda (v f)) (

contract-question-mark v))))
(qeval q (singleton-stream ’())))

For every frame returned by qeval, the variables are replaced
with the bound values (instantiation)

Instantiation

To instantiate an expression, copy it and replace all variables with
their values from the frame.

(define (instantiate exp frame unbound-var-handler)
(define (copy exp)

(cond ((var? exp)
(let (( binding (binding-in-frame exp frame)))

(if binding
(copy (binding-value binding))
(unbound-var-handler exp frame))))

((pair? exp) (cons (copy (car exp))
(copy (cdr exp))))

(else exp)))
(copy exp))

Values need to be instantiated as well:

(?a ?y) -> (?a (?x 2 3)) -> (?a (1 2 3))

Compound queries

key value

and conjoin
or disjoin
not negate
lisp-value lisp-value

(define (conjoin conjuncts frame-stream)
(if (empty-conjunction? conjuncts)

frame-stream
(conjoin (rest-conjuncts conjuncts)

(qeval (first-conjunct conjuncts)
frame-stream))))



Simple queries

• Input: pattern and stream of frames

• Output: augmented stream of frames

• The output is in fact composed of two streams, one from
matching the pattern against the facts, and the other from
applying the rules

(define (simple-query query-pattern frame-stream)
(stream-flatmap
(lambda (frame)

(stream-append-delayed
(find-assertions query-pattern frame)
(delay (apply-rules query-pattern frame))))

frame-stream))

Facts and pattern matching

(define (find-assertions pattern frame)
(flatmap (lambda (datum)

(check-an-assertion pattern datum frame))
(fetch-assertions pattern frame)))

(define (check-an-assertion assertion query-dat
query-frame)

(let (( match-result (pattern-match
assertion query-dat query-frame)))

(if (eq? match-result ’failed)
the-empty-stream
(singleton match-result))))

Pattern matching

(define (pattern-match pat dat frame)
(cond ((eq? frame ’failed) ’failed)

((var? pat) (extend-if-consistent pat dat frame))
(( constant? pat)
(if (constant? dat)

(if (same-constant? pat dat) frame ’failed)
’failed))

(( constant? dat) ’failed)
(else (pattern-match (cdr pat)

(cdr dat)
(pattern-match (car pat)

(car dat)
frame)))))

Pattern matching

A variable can be bound to an expression with variables

(define (extend-if-consistent var dat frame)
(let ((value (binding-in-frame var frame)))

(if (not value)
(extend var dat frame)
(pattern-match (binding-value value) dat frame))))

(pattern-match ?x (f b) ((?x . (f ?y))))
(extend-if-consistent ?x (f b) ((?x . (f ?y))))
(pattern-match (f ?y) (f b) ((?x . (f ?y))))
(pattern-match f f ((?x . (f ?y))))
(pattern-match (?y) (b) ((?x . (f ?y)))))
(pattern-match ?y b ((?x . (f ?y))))
(extend-if-consistent ?y b ((?x . (f ?y))))
(extend ?y b ((?x . (f ?y))))
(pattern-match () () ((?x . (f ?y)) (?y . b)))

gives ((?x . (f ?y)) (?y . b))



Rules and unification

(define (apply-rules pattern frame)
(flatmap (lambda (rule)

(apply-a-rule rule pattern frame))
(fetch-rules pattern frame)))

Rules and unification

(define (apply-a-rule rule query-pattern query-frame)
(let (( clean-rule (rename-variables-in rule)))

(let (( unify-result (unify-match query-pattern
(conclusion

clean-rule)
query-frame)))

(if (stream-null? unify-result)
the-empty-stream
(qeval (rule-body clean-rule) unify-result)))))

Unification

Variables are local to the rules but all names are global. At each
application of a rule, new names are created using a counter.

(define (unify-match p1 p2 frame)
(cond ((eq? frame ’failed) ’failed)

((var? p1) (extend-if-possible p1 p2 frame))
((var? p2) (extend-if-possible p2 p1 frame))
(( constant? p1)
(if (constant? p2)

(if (same-constant? p1 p2) frame ’failed)
’failed))

(( constant? p2) ’failed)
(else (unify-match (cdr p1)

(cdr p2)
(unify-match (car p1)

(car p2)
frame)))))

Go through the expression and check if a variable is already bound,
otherwise add a binding to the frame.

Unification

extend-if-possible is similar to extend-if-consistent and allowing
to unify (?x ?x) with (?y ?y) but not (?x ?x) with (?y
<expression including ?y>) as it results in an infinite loop
(called occur-check in logic programming)


